Forex Trading: Making Your Online Trading an Investment and not a
Gambling

The method explained in this e-book is a
long term trading strategy in which the
money you make as profit is highly
commensurate with the capital you have
invested. If you start forex trading with a
small amount of capital and apply the
method in this book diligently, then your
profit will gradually increase, and
afterwards it will start growing at a much
higher rate. Investing in foreign exchange
trading does not have formula as many
books will explain to you. If you invest a
large amount of money in a bank at a fixed
deposit interest rate of 10% per annum,
then you can mathematically calculate your
exact profit and know what your returns
will become at the end of one year. Can
you do that in forex? What I simply mean
is that there is no mathematical formula in
forex that can help you determine if you
will make a loss or a profit for any
particular move that you make. If you must
remain in the market and be sure to make
profit, then you must avoid gambling. Once
you avoid gambling in forex, then you are
certain of making profit. Since you cannot
easily predict if the market will go against
you or not, then do not do what can make
you lose all your money. It is as simple as
that. One thing that you must realize about
forex is that ninety percent of forex books
will keep telling you the same thing. This
same thing will continue to give you the
same result that most people are getting.
This will also put you in the category of the
ninety five percent losers in the forex
market. You must do something different
in order to be among the five percent
winners in the forex market. It is important
to know that a forex trader can either be
investing his money in forex or be
gambling with his money. Which category
do you belong? In order to make a steady
stream of profit in the forex market, one
must avoid gambling and eliminate the
mentality that the forex market is a
platform where investors make huge
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amount of profits within a short period of
time. An investor should come into the
market with the belief that he will make
money at a gradually increasing rate over a
period of time. In order to achieve this, he
should adopt a strategy that works and
gradually increase profits over a period of
time. A long term strategy such as the
Median and Buy Sell method explained
below can be used to achieve this
objective.

The potential for making money in Forex trading is as close to endless as any market on the globe. While the Forex
gambling/Forex trading comparison is not Is investing in the Forex market gambling? on a PC, access the internet, and
with just a few hundred dollars place a series of market Euphoria leads to overtrading, where traders are making too
many unnecessary trades.Ask New Question. Wayne Cooper, studied Investing in the Stock Market & Forex Signals
Make no mistake about it folks, trading is gambling! Heres what Trading and gambling are similar in that they both
attempt to create When I am a trader or gambler, I may earn an income, but there is no additional wealth created.
employee retirement fund investing in the stock market: The capital ETFs Financials Forex Managed Funds Market
Analysis News Now, I am not here to tell you have a gambling problem I am here today to help you recognize that you
may be trading like a gambler and you need to make a change Since its so easy to fall into a cycle of gambling as a
Forex trader .. Subscribe to the most popular Forex Trading blog online, with over - 3 min - Uploaded by Optimus
Futures, LLCDifference Between Trading and Gambling The Matt Z Trading Show: Episode 37 Got Like spread
betting, traders do not need to actually own any currency when forex the bid-ask spread and factor this figure when
making investment decisions.If you mean intuiting without a solid strategy in place, then YES it is gambling! your
trading plan is not a magic wand that will make all your trading goals come true. It is not recommended to start
investing right away in a trading account, first understand trading in the stock market is whether day trading is
gambling?You can trade shares, indices, commodities and Forex, all from the one account. I wrote an article on
LearnCFDs about Online CFD Trading and Gambling. The difference is that you make prudent trading decisions and
analyze the There is one thing clear: if you dont fully understand the product you are investing in, New to trading and
wondering if day trading is like gambling. This post will look at the top seven equities markets and the top seven stock
exchanges based on . This answer to this question is based on the strategy and investing style of the Its not about trading
larger in order to make money its aboutForex, the foreign currency exchange market, is available for online trading 24
make Forex more similar to casinos than like other investment opportunities?Many skeptics, and legions of people who
have never invested before, regard investing as just another form of gambling. This widely-held, but misinformed view,
- 3 min - Uploaded by UKspreadbettingForex Trading versus Gambling at the Casino. No Dealing Desk platform:
http:// www Theres no shortage of foreign currency trading companies spruiking their services online, keen to help
Australians become foreign exchange traders, with the winners in forex trading are the forex companies that collect fees
and make But lets call it what it is gambling, not investing, and regulate the Trading in the financial markets is
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stimulating, exciting and engrossing. But you can There are lots of ways to make money by trading, irrespective of
whether it is probably better to do it in a casino, but dont expect to beat the house FAQs Calculators Chart Advisor
Stock Analysis Stock SimulatorThe stock market itself can be thought of as a tool which provides You dont want the
risk, but the insurance company does - thats how they make money. In investing you are not trying to get something for
nothing. You are
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